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Bureaucracies of Sharing

●Owner/s (plural = corp)
●Managers (hierarchy)
●Protectors (police/state)
●Structural conflicts - pay, 

effort, use, quality
●It's all governance!



The State
●The State: grants 

retroactive immunity
●Monopoly on violence is 

simply one method
●Contested areas have 

several "states" - Iraq 



State Helps Sharing?!
●Jurisdiction = Contracts
●Special contracts = 

Corporations, Charities
●Joint property is the core of 

infrastructure



Global Sharing?
●Food, energy, climate
●No global jurisdiction 

means no global sharing
●We still have Law of the 

Strong at the intl. level



The Goat Rodeo
●Goals/Actors
●Same/Same = Cartel
●Same/Diff = Cooperation
●Diff/Same = Competition
●Diff/Diff = Goat Rodeo
●Remaining probs = GR 



Goat Rodeo Index
● I A divorce
● II A commune
● III A dying 

industry
● IV Small state 

failure 
●V NATO

●VI UN
●VII £$€ Crisis 
●VIII Famines 
● IX Kyoto, 

Cancun etc
●X Nano bio 

regulation



One World Govt.
●Whole systems thinking

costs in one place...
benefits in another

●Single global balance 
sheet.

●How convenient!



Human Rights
●So why not a global 

fascism? What's to lose?
●Lack of a global system of 

values - religion  
●Who intervenes if you 

"mis-raise" children?



So no OWG...
●No shared values means no 

global governance 
●Does not change without 

OWG
●Same restrictions apply: 

human disunity



Disunity-Diversity
●Our diversity (& arms) 

make us ungovernable
●Freedom = goats

UN CO2 = sheep
●Can we do both rights and 

good governance?



Free Speech
●Is critique of Islam hate 

speech? Who decides?
●UN Muslim countries want 

Blasphemy laws
●Is this good global 

governance?



Top Down Lock
●Nobody at the top has a 

lock on the world
●Governments exist in 

anarchy to each-other
●Self-interested pools

(back to sharing)



Who can act?
●Nuclear arms and money in 

the G20
●Contract & Converge
●WTO WIPO and so on
●Endless debate without 

changing the basics 



Popular power
●Democratic states rule by a 

popular mandate
●But popular world models 

are very wrong
●Where's our mandate? 



The Apocalypse
●Democracy* has failed
●Global governance has no 

fundamental lock
●And now, the Nuclear 

Bureaucracies



All Power Flows
●from the barrel of a nuclear 

weapon
●What do these powers 

want? The Black State?
●Peace on Earth (final)



Structure of Power
●Nuclear sovereignty
●Popular mandate for what 

voters know
●Who worries about what is 

beyond that?



Philosopher Kings?
●Who understands climate?
●Democracies + advisors
●Professional govt.?
●Nuclear bureaucracies?



Beyond Human
●When complexity is 

beyond one head...
●Minimum number of heads 

to know climate
●> 150 "Dunbar #"



Groups of Knowing
●Who guides the Powers
●Expert panels
●Technocracy + bombs?
●Can you see another 

solution?



Nobody Can Act
●No popular mandate
●Not enough expertise
●No unitary knowing
●No universal panels
●We are without 

government.



Next Week
●What can we do that 

works? No, really?
●The spread of the network 

& new tech
●Global settlement
●Pod into cosmos...
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